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Abstract

Due to the unspecified and dynamic nature of data streams, online machine learning requires powerful and flexible solutions. However, evaluating online machine learning methods under realistic conditions is difficult. Existing work therefore often draws on different heuristics and simulations that do not necessarily produce meaningful and reliable results. Indeed, in the absence of common evaluation standards, it often remains unclear how online learning methods will perform in practice or in comparison to similar work. In this paper, we propose a comprehensive set of properties for high-quality machine learning in evolving data streams. In particular, we discuss sensible performance measures and evaluation strategies for online predictive modelling, online feature selection and concept drift detection. As one of the first works, we also look at the interpretability of online learning methods. The proposed evaluation standards are provided in a new Python framework called float. Float is completely modular and allows the simultaneous integration of common libraries, such as scikit-multiflow or river, with custom code. Float is open-sourced and can be accessed at https://github.com/haugjo/float. In this sense, we hope that our work will contribute to more standardized, reliable and realistic testing and comparison of online machine learning methods.
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1 Introduction

Data-driven or web-based applications like social media, e-commerce, and trading systems often generate and operate on large-scale evolving data streams. Unlike traditional (offline) batch machine learning, online learning methods must be able to process a potentially unlimited stream of observations and adjust to changes in the data generating process [1, 2, 3]. Therefore, it can be crucial to gain a solid understanding of a model’s strengths and weaknesses before it is deployed – in particular in critical applications like online banking, autonomous driving or fraud detection. However, due to the unspecified behaviour of data streams, it is often unclear how online learning methods can be evaluated under realistic conditions.

Unlike traditional batch-trained machine learning methods, online learning models can only access a fraction of the data at every given time step. Accordingly, common evaluation strategies that require the data to be available in main memory (e.g., cross-validation) are not applicable out of the box. Instead, we usually resort to sequential and simulation-based evaluation schemes. Although some evaluation strategies have emerged in the past [10, 11, 12], we still lack a comprehensive and
Table 1: Inconsistency of Evaluations in Online Machine Learning. Due to non-standardized evaluation strategies, test results reported in the data stream literature can diverge by a considerable margin. For example, below we show the accuracy for the standard Hoeffding Tree [4] on four data sets, as reported in five different papers. In the extreme case, the reported accuracy scores differ up to 13.51 percent points. Incidentally, the Covertype and Poker data sets are strongly imbalanced. Hence, accuracy is not an ideal evaluation measure to begin with. Such inconsistencies in experiment design and reported measures can be highly misleading – especially for beginners in the field of online machine learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spambase</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80.35</td>
<td>85.47</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poker</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73.62</td>
<td>76.07</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75.35</td>
<td>79.20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>77.62</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covertype</td>
<td>66.83</td>
<td>68.30</td>
<td>80.31</td>
<td>80.34</td>
<td>73.71</td>
<td>13.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A well-defined standard for the benchmarking of online learning methods [13]. Indeed, aside from online predictive modelling, there are hardly any evaluation standards for concept drift detection and online feature selection.

As a consequence, there can be considerable differences in the evaluation methods used in existing work. For example, Table 1 depicts test results from five different research papers. Specifically, we compare the accuracy of a Very Fast Decision Tree [14] for four data sets as reported in the respective papers. Due to different evaluation strategies and unspecified behaviour, the results vary considerably. Without common evaluation standards and frameworks, empirical results are often only valid in a very restricted environment and are generally not comparable.

In this work, we discuss good practices and standards for the evaluation of online learning methods. We summarize and extend popular evaluation strategies for data stream learning and introduce a comprehensive catalogue of requirements and performance measures. In particular, we propose important properties for online predictive models, online feature selection and concept drift detection. Although our focus is on online classification, most of the proposed properties also apply directly to regression or unsupervised tasks. Additionally, we briefly discuss the selection of adequate data sets, which remains an open issue.

To make the proposed evaluation standards more accessible, we introduce a new Python framework for Frictionless Online Analysis and Testing (float). Float is a lightweight and high-level framework that automates and standardizes inherent tasks of online evaluations. Float’s modular architecture and evaluation pipeline simplify the integration of custom code with common online learning libraries such as scikit-multiflow [15] or river [16]. Moreover, float provides a variety of useful visualizations. The proposed framework is distributed under the MIT license via Github and the Python packaging index PyPI.

In summary, we contribute a comprehensive set of properties and performance measures that allow for a more standardized and realistic evaluation of online learning methods. The new Python framework, float, provides high-level access to the proposed standards and enables a quicker, more comparable and more reliable benchmarking in research and practice.
In Section 2, we introduce basic online learning concepts. In Section 3, we briefly review previous studies on the evaluation of data stream learning. Afterwards, we discuss general evaluation strategies in Section 4 and propose a comprehensive set of properties for online predictive models, concept drift detection and online feature selection in Section 5. In this context, we also discuss the interpretability of models in the presence of incremental updates and concept drift. We provide relevant open-source resources for streaming data in Section 6. Finally, we introduce the float framework and illustrate its use in Section 7.

2 Online Learning Preliminaries

A data stream can be represented by a (potentially infinite) series of time steps. At each time step $t$, the data stream produces observations $x_t \in \mathbb{R}^{n_t \times m_t}$ and corresponding labels $y_t \in \mathbb{R}^{n_t}$, where $n_t$ is the number of observations and $m_t$ is the number of features. The joint probability distribution $P_t(X,Y)$ denotes the active data concept at time step $t$, where $X$ and $Y$ are random variables corresponding to the observations and labels.

The active concept may evolve over time. Specifically, concept drift describes a change in the joint probability distribution between two time steps, i.e., $P_{t_1}(X,Y) \neq P_{t_2}(X,Y)$. In general, we distinguish between real concept drift, i.e., $P_{t_1}(Y|X) \neq P_{t_2}(Y|X)$, and virtual concept drift, i.e., $P_{t_1}(X) \neq P_{t_2}(X)$. Unlike virtual concept drift, real concept drift affects the decision boundary. Note that there is a broader categorization of concept drift in the literature, e.g., based on its magnitude, length, or recurrences [17, 1].

In general, online machine learning deals with the same tasks as its offline counterpart. This includes supervised tasks like classification and regression or unsupervised tasks like clustering.

3 Related Work

Data streams are subject to external influences and temporal change. Therefore, it is often difficult to set up a testing environment that allows for meaningful evaluation of online learning methods. Various evaluation strategies and best practices have been developed in the past. While we discuss these strategies in more detail in Section 4 and 5, we provide a brief overview of existing work below.

The work of [14] was among the first to talk about important criteria for data stream mining. Much later, the authors in [10] discussed issues that arise in the evaluation of online learning methods. This work was later extended [11]. More recently, the work of [18] summarized the advantages and disadvantages of different evaluation strategies in the context of data stream classification.

Although the criteria proposed in the above works are broadly applicable, additional challenges can arise in more specific contexts. For example, the papers of [19] and [1] discussed evaluation strategies, measures and data sets that can be used to evaluate concept drift detection and adaptation techniques. Likewise, the authors in [20] proposed important criteria regarding the preprocessing of streaming data, including online feature selection. Besides, the works of [13] and [21] investigated the reliable evaluation of ensemble methods, which are a prominent group of high-performing online predictive models. Finally, the survey of [22] provided a summary of popular data streaming tools and benchmarks in the context of big data mining.
Although various evaluation standards have been proposed over the years, most of them are either outdated, have a narrow focus, or remain superficial. In this paper, we provide a concise summary of the most popular evaluation practices in online machine learning. As one of the first works, we discuss and propose evaluation properties and measures for predictive modelling, feature selection and concept drift detection in non-stationary data streams. This work may thus guide beginners and experts alike in the conception of more standardized benchmarks and experiments.

4 Evaluation Strategies

To train and evaluate a machine learning model, we require data. Traditionally, we have access to a training data set during development. This data set is split in a meaningful way (e.g., once in a holdout validation or \( k \) times in a \( k \)-fold cross-validation). We then train the model on the training set and evaluate it on the test set. In data streams, however, we do not have access to a complete data set at any time. In addition, the data generating distribution can change. As a result, online learning models need to be continuously updated over time. Therefore, it would not be sensible to evaluate an online learning model at a specific point in time, i.e., at a single training stage using a static train/test split. Selecting an adequate time step would also be difficult in practice, since a data stream is potentially infinite. Rather, we need to evaluate online learning models periodically. On this basis, several evaluation strategies have been proposed, which we illustrate in Figure 1 and discuss below.

4.1 Periodical Holdout Evaluation

In a periodical holdout evaluation, we test the online predictive model at frequent intervals. The holdout set comprises test observations that represent the active concept. Since the active concept evolves, the holdout set should be updated over time. For example, we may replace old instances in the holdout set as we progress. Between the periodic evaluations, we continue updating the model, but do not test its performance. The test frequency is usually controlled via a hyperparameter. Depending on the test frequency, a holdout evaluation might miss particularly short-term data concepts. Moreover, holdout evaluations yield only snapshots of the system at particular time steps. That is, there is no guarantee that the holdout evaluation at a time step \( t \) is also representative for \( t - 1 \) and \( t + 1 \). Therefore, we believe that a holdout evaluation should generally only be used when both the data distribution and the predictive model are known to be stable.

4.2 Prequential Evaluation

Unlike a periodical holdout evaluation, a prequential strategy (also known as test-then-train) evaluates the predictive model at each time step. Specifically, new observations are first used to test and then update the model. This is the most common evaluation strategy in practice. A prequential evaluation gives a more pessimistic performance estimate than the holdout evaluation [10]. In particular, the prequential evaluation also takes into account all early performance measurements, which are often poor due to the initial training of the model.

To mitigate this effect, one may introduce a forgetting mechanism via sliding windows or fading factors [11]. In the sliding window approach, we aggregate the
Figure 1: Evaluation Strategies for Online Machine Learning. Since online predictive models are trained incrementally, traditional (e.g., sampling-based) evaluation strategies are not applicable. Instead, we can use periodic holdout, prequential, or distributed $k$-fold evaluation, which we describe in Section 4. For each of the strategies, at each time step we first test the model (pink), which yields a performance measure $\gamma \in \mathbb{R}$, and then update the model (green). In a periodic holdout evaluation, we maintain a test set $(X_{test}, Y_{test})$ that may be updated over time (indicated by dashed arrows). In a distributed $k$-fold evaluation, we train $k$ instances of the model in parallel (indicated by quotes). The instances to be trained and tested are randomly selected according to one of three schemes (cross-/split-/bootstrap-validation). In the bootstrap validation scheme, $\omega$ specifies a training weight drawn from the Poisson distribution.

measurements obtained in a time window. Any measurement that falls outside the specified window no longer contributes to the performance estimate. In a fading factor approach (i.e., exponentially weighted averaging), the influence of old measurements decreases over time according to the specified fading (or decay) factor. Unlike a sliding window, a fading factor approach is memory-less, meaning that old measurements do not need to be saved.

4.3 Distributed $k$-Fold Evaluation
Cross-validation is one of the most popular evaluation techniques in offline learning environments because it provides more robust results than a traditional holdout evaluation. However, cross-validation and other sampling techniques are generally not applicable in a data stream, since we cannot access the entire data set and the data distribution is subject to change [10]. Therefore, the periodical holdout and
Table 2: Evaluation Properties for Data Stream Methods. Below we summarize all properties and corresponding performance measures introduced in Section 5 for the evaluation of machine learning methods in evolving data streams. In general, we recommend to use a prequential evaluation strategy or, if statistical significance is required, a more costly $k$-fold distributed cross validation [18] (Section 4). With the novel Python framework float (Section 7), we can run standardized experiments and evaluate these properties in a few lines of code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Meaningful Evaluation Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predictive Performance</td>
<td>Generalization error; F1 measure or $\kappa$-statistic [18] (for classification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Efficiency</td>
<td>Computation time (for training and testing); RAM-Hours [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic Stability</td>
<td>Noise Variability (Eq. (1)); Drift Performance Deterioration (Eq. (2)); Drift Restoration Time (Eq. (3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Drift Adaptability</td>
<td>Complexity over time, e.g. no. of parameters/splits [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Drift Detection</td>
<td>Detected Change Rate (Eq. (4)); False Discovery Rate (Eq. (5)); Mean Time Between False Alarms [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Truthfulness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Timeliness</td>
<td>Delay (no. of time steps); Mean Time Ratio (Eq. (6)) [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Feature Selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Set Stability</td>
<td>Adjusted Nogueira stability (Eq. (7)) [24, 25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Selectivity</td>
<td>Reduction rate (in % of the original feature dimensionality)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

prequential strategies described above are commonly used even though they do not provide statistical significance. Indeed, hypothesis testing is rather uncommon in the data stream literature.

As an alternative, the authors in [18] proposed a $k$-fold distributed evaluation strategy that allows us to perform hypothesis testing for online learning models. To this end, we need to run $k$ instances of the same predictive model in parallel. Each streaming observation is distributed to one or multiple model instances according to one of three validation schemes. In the cross-validation scheme, at every time step, we randomly pick one classifier instance for testing and use the remaining ones for training. Conversely, the split-validation scheme trains one randomly selected model instance per time step and tests all others. Finally, in the bootstrap-validation scheme, we sample weights from a Poisson distribution for each classifier instance. The weights indicate whether a model instance is used for testing (zero weight) or training (weight greater than zero). Note that the Poisson weight also controls the influence of an observation during training. For example, with a sample weight of 3, we would use an observation three times to update the corresponding model instance. In this way, the bootstrap validation scheme simulates random sampling with replacement [18].

The experiments of [18] showed that the $k$-fold distributed cross-validation strategy gives reliable results for different hypothesis tests. However, the distributed $k$-fold evaluation is usually much more costly than a periodical holdout or prequential evaluation.
5 Properties for Online Machine Learning Methods

As described above, evolving data streams bring several challenges. Next, we translate these challenges into a set of fundamental properties and requirements for online machine learning. In addition, we discuss meaningful performance measures to evaluate each property. We begin with general properties and then address specific aspects of concept drift detection and online feature selection. Unless stated otherwise, we do not impose any restrictions on the functional form of the online predictive model. That is, we assume that the predictive model can be queried but otherwise remains a black-box. Consequently, the proposed properties are directly applicable to any online learning framework. In combination, these properties enable online learning methods that can be effectively used under real-world streaming conditions.

5.1 General Properties

In the following, we specify general properties for high-quality online learning methods. The importance of each property may depend on the application at hand. We list all properties along with recommended performance measures in Table 2.

5.1.1 Predictive Performance and Generalization

High predictive performance, i.e., low generalization error, is a central goal of any predictive machine learning method. In general, this property describes the ability of a model to correctly predict the target of previously unobserved test data. As discussed in Section 4, we need to choose between different strategies to periodically evaluate an online predictive model. In this context, we can apply the same or slightly adjusted performance measures as for offline learning. For example, commonly used measures for online classification are the 0-1 loss and the accuracy (which only gives valid results for balanced target distributions). For more robust results on imbalanced data, one may use a combination of precision and recall (e.g., F1) [1], variations of the ω-statistic [18] or an adaptation of the Area Under the Curve of the Receiver Operating characteristic (AUC) [26].

5.1.2 Computational Efficiency

To model data streams in theory, we usually apply a logical notion of time, i.e., we treat time as a sequence of discrete steps (see Section 2). However, in practice, streaming observations can arrive in very quick succession. For example, large scale web-based applications such as credit card transactions may produce many new observations per second. In order to avoid a backlog and update the model in real-time, incoming observations should be processed at the rate they arrive [10]. Likewise, online applications often have limited access to hardware capacities, e.g., in a distributed or embedded system. Therefore, it can be crucial that online learning models are efficient and use few resources.

Measuring the computation time is relatively simple with standard packages (e.g., the time-package in Python). The computation times for model training and testing should be monitored independently [20]. To quantify the memory usage, the authors in [6] proposed to use RAM-hours. One RAM-hour corresponds to one Gigabyte of RAM used for one hour. However, during development, it can be difficult to
accurately monitor the RAM usage of a particular model or process. Moreover, existing software packages for monitoring memory usage are often inaccurate or extremely slow. Indeed, both the estimated computation time and memory usage depend heavily on the implementation and the given hardware specifications. Hence, efficiency estimates are generally only comparable if they were obtained under the same conditions. A theoretical analysis of model complexity often provides a more reliable indication of computational efficiency.

5.1.3 Algorithmic Stability

Real-world data is subject to noise, e.g., due to faulty network connections or (human) errors in data collection. If a model is susceptible to noise, its performance usually suffers. Unlike batch learning methods, online learning models must be able to distinguish noise and outliers from concept drift. This can be difficult because both noise and concept drift manifest as previously unobserved behaviour. Surprisingly, the stability of online learning methods has received little attention in the past.

Stability is often estimated by calculating the variability of the model output for perturbed inputs. That is, we can manipulate an input observation with artificial noise (e.g., sampled from some probability distribution) and monitor the change in a performance measure. To the best of our knowledge, there is no common estimate of stability for data stream methods. Therefore, we define the noise variability at time step $t$:

$$ NV_t = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} L(y_t, f_t(x_t + z_n)) - L(y_t, f_t(x_t)), $$

where $N$ is the number of times we sample noise $z_n \sim \mathcal{Z}$ (e.g., $\mathcal{Z} = \mathcal{N}(0,1)$), $L$ is a performance measure function and $f_t$ is the model at time step $t$. If the noise variability is small for most time steps, i.e., a large number of perturbed observations, we can assume that the online learning model is stable. Nevertheless, it can be difficult to find a meaningful noise distribution $\mathcal{Z}$, so this measure should be used with caution. In general, more attention should be paid to evaluating the stability of machine learning models in data streams.

5.1.4 Concept Drift Adaptability

In general, we can deal with concept drift either by passive model adaptation or by active drift detection. In the former approach, the model is adjusted over time, e.g., through continuous updates or the use of sliding windows. Conversely, in the active approach, we aim to identify the exact time of concept drift using a dedicated drift detection method [27]. Each time we actively detect a concept drift, we re-train the model (or parts of it). Accordingly, active drift detection can, but need not, be part of the drift adaptation process of the online learning model. Next, we discuss the general evaluation of model performance in the presence of concept drift. Note that active drift detection methods should be evaluated in terms of additional properties, which we present in Section 5.2.

Online learning models should be robust enough to suffer only minor performance deterioration after concept drift, and flexible enough to quickly recover previous
To the best of our knowledge, we currently lack sensible definitions of corresponding measures. Accordingly, given a concept drift at time step $t_d$, we define drift performance deterioration as:

$$DPT_{t_d} = \frac{1}{W} \left( \sum_{w=0}^{W-1} L(y_{t_d+w}, \hat{y}_{t_d+w}) - \sum_{w=1}^{W} L(y_{t_d-w}, \hat{y}_{t_d-w}) \right),$$

(2)

where $W$ is the size of a time window, $L$ is a performance measure and $\hat{y}_t = f_t(x_t)$ is the prediction of the model $f_t$ for the observation $x_t$. The $DPT_{t_d}$ corresponds to the difference between the mean performance in a window of size $W$ before and after a known concept drift at $t_d$. Similarly, we define the drift restoration time:

$$DRT_{t_d} = t_{res} - t_d, \text{ with }$$

$$t_{res} = \min \left\{ t \mid t \geq t_d \text{ and } L(y_t, \hat{y}_t) \leq \frac{1}{W} \sum_{w=1}^{W} L(y_{t_d-w}, \hat{y}_{t_d-w}) \right\}$$

The $DRT_{t_d}$ corresponds to the first time step after a known drift $t_d$, at which the average predictive performance before the drift has been restored. In the definition of $t_{res}$ in Eq. (3), we have assumed that the measure $L$ is decremental, i.e., small values returned by $L$ correspond to a good performance. If $L$ were instead incremental (i.e., a higher $L$ is better), we would need to replace the “$\leq$” condition with “$\geq$”.

To identify and evaluate sensible model adaptations over time, and to compute the above measures, we need ground truth information on known concept drifts. Indeed, without ground truth, it would remain unclear whether model adaptations and performance variations were caused by concept drift, noisy data, unstable model behaviour or random effects. Unfortunately, there are few available real-world data sets with known concept drift. We discuss the selection of adequate data sets in Section 6.

5.1.5 Interpretability

Machine learning models are increasingly used in highly sensitive applications like online banking, medical diagnoses or job application systems. With new data protection regulations (e.g., the General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union), the transparency and interpretability of these models has gained considerable attention [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Surprisingly, however, the interpretability of online learning methods is still relatively unexplored.

In general, we say that a model is interpretable, if its internal mechanics can be understood by a human. Unfortunately, there is no objective measure of interpretability. Intrinsic interpretability is thus often linked to the complexity of a model [28, 33], i.e., the lower the complexity, the higher the interpretability. For example, linear models and shallow decision trees are widely considered to be inherently interpretable. If we consider model complexity as an indicator of interpretability, we can use different evaluation measures such as the depth and the number of splits in a decision tree [34, 23], or the number of non-zero parameters in a linear model. Still, such heuristics should be treated with caution, as they usually do not allow for a comparison of different model families.
Moreover, the complexity of an online learning model is generally subject to change over time. Therefore, to achieve good interpretability in the above sense, the changes and updates of model complexity should also be interpretable. For example, the split and prune decisions in an incremental decision tree can be made more interpretable by tying them to shifts in the approximate data concept via meaningful properties [23]. Likewise, reliable concept drift detection methods could improve the interpretability of online learning [27]. However, these temporal dynamics make quantifying interpretability even more difficult. In general, the interpretability of online learning models remains an open issue.

**Digression: Post-Hoc Explanations in Data Streams**  
Post-hoc explanation methods allow us to explain the predictions of complex and black-box models [35, 29]. Explanation methods like local feature attributions [36, 37, 38] can generally also be used to explain (non-interpretable) online learning models. Moreover, these explanations may be evaluated with common techniques, e.g., based on feature ablation tests [39, 40]. However, most post-hoc explanation methods, as well as the corresponding evaluation techniques, assume that the complex model has been trained and is therefore stationary. Accordingly, for online learning models, these methods can usually only provide a snapshot for a particular training phase. That is, we can use them to explain the online learning model at a particular time step \( t \). However, there is generally no guarantee that the explanation at a given time step will be valid in the future. Indeed, one should be aware of changes in post-hoc explanations caused by incremental model updates and concept drift. Therefore, instead of trying to explain black-box predictions at individual time steps, we should aim for online learning models that are inherently interpretable.

### 5.2 Properties For Active Concept Drift Detection

In addition to predictive modelling, machine learning in data streams includes specific tasks required to preprocess streaming observations or deal with temporal change. While the properties presented above generally also apply to these special tasks, additional challenges and properties arise.

One such special task is active concept drift detection. Concept drift detection methods are used to identify changes in the data generating distribution over time. As mentioned earlier, concept drift detection methods often allow for more effective retraining of obsolete parts of a model. This makes them a powerful tool for avoiding performance degradation in the presence of concept drift. Concept drift detection can also improve overall interpretability by revealing hidden dynamics in the data stream. In general, a concept drift detection model should be able to detect concept drift in time and with few false alarms [11, 19, 1]. As mentioned in Section 5.1.4, we require ground truth information about known drifts to evaluate these properties.

#### 5.2.1 Detection Truthfulness

Our goal is to detect every concept drift while minimizing the number of false alarms. To evaluate this property, previous works adopt similar performance measures, albeit using different terminology [19, 12, 13]. For clarification, we define the most important measures below.
Let $T_d$ be the set of time steps corresponding to known concept drifts and let $\hat{T}_d$ be the set of detected drifts of a concept drift detection method. We begin by defining the detected change rate:

$$DCR = \frac{1}{|T_d|} \sum_{t_d \in T_d} \mathbb{1} \left( \{ t \in \hat{T}_d \mid t_d \leq t \leq t_d + W \} \neq \emptyset \right),$$

(4)

where $|\cdot|$ is the cardinality of a set and $\mathbb{1}$ is an indicator function that returns 1 if the condition in parentheses is met and 0 otherwise. The window size $W$ can be used to define an interval in which a drift detection is counted as a true positive. This can be useful, as drift detection methods are usually not able to detect a concept drift immediately – in particular, if the change has small magnitude. The missed detection rate introduced in [12] is equal to $1 - DCR$.

The false discovery rate (also known as false positive rate or false alarm rate) is another popular measure:

$$FDR = 1 - \frac{1}{|T_d|} \sum_{t_d \in T_d} \left| \{ t \in \hat{T}_d \mid t_d \leq t \leq t_d + W \} \right|$$

(5)

Additionally, we may compute the time between false alarms [12], which is quantified by the number of time steps (or the number of streaming observations) between false drift detections. Good concept drift detection corresponds to a high time between false alarms.

Each above measure can easily be optimised for itself. Specifically, if a method detects concept drift at every time step, it would maximise the detected change rate. Similarly, if a method does not detect a single concept drift, it would minimize the false discovery rate and maximize the time between false alarms. Hence, for a reliable evaluation of active concept drift detection, the measures must be combined.

### 5.2.2 Detection Timeliness

Aside from accurately detecting concept drifts, we also want to reduce the delay between known drifts and corresponding detections. A short delay can be crucial in practice to avoid long-term deterioration of predictive performance. The detection delay measures the number of time steps (or alternatively the number of observations) between a known drift and the first corresponding detection [13].

The mean delay (MD), the mean time between false alarms (MTFA) and the detected change rate (DCR, Eq. (4)) can also be aggregated in a mean time ratio measure (MTR) [12]:

$$MTR = \frac{MTFA}{MD} \times DCR$$

(6)

The mean time ratio is a simple approach to combine the two fundamental properties of active concept drift detection. However, this measure should be used with caution, as the time between false alarms and the delay are not normalized, which can lead to very different mean time ratios depending on the data set at hand.

Unlike previous measures, the performance measures for active concept drift detection only need to be calculated once at the end of the evaluation. Hence, these results are not influenced by the evaluation strategy that we apply (see Section 4).
5.3 Properties For Online Feature Selection

By reducing the input dimensionality, feature selection methods often allow for more efficient and discriminative online learning. Similar to concept drift detection, online feature selection poses additional requirements, which we discuss in the following.

5.3.1 Feature Set Stability

In offline learning scenarios, feature selection is usually performed once before model training. Conversely, online feature selection models need to be updated over time, since the importance of features may shift with concept drift. Yet, large variations of the selected features between time steps can be perceived as unintuitive or non-robust [25]. Besides, frequent changes to the selected features may entail excessive and costly updates of the predictive model. Consequently, we generally aim for stable feature sets over time – in particular, if the data concept is known to be stable. In this sense, feature set stability is related to the general robustness to noise property introduced above.

The stability of feature sets in offline learning scenarios has attracted attention in the past [41, 42]. In [25], the authors proposed an adaptation of a popular offline stability measure due to [24] for the evaluation of online feature selection methods. Accordingly, let \( a_t \in \{0, 1\}^m \) be the active feature vector at time step \( t \), where \( m \) is the total number of features. In the vector \( a_t \), selected features are represented by ones and unselected features are represented by zeros. The feature selection stability at time step \( t \) for a sliding window of size \( w \) is then defined as:

\[
FSS_{t,w} = 1 - \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} s_j^2, \quad (7)
\]

where \( k \) is the number of selected features and \( s_j^2 = \frac{w}{w-1} \tilde{p}_j \left(1 - \tilde{p}_j\right) \) is the unbiased sample variance of the selection of feature \( j \), with \( \tilde{p}_j = \frac{1}{w} \sum_{i=0}^{w-1} a_{t-i,j} \). To compute the stability between the consecutive feature sets at \( t-1 \) and \( t \), we can set the window size to \( w = 2 \). The feature set stability due to (7) decreases, if the total variability of the selected features \( \sum_{j=1}^{m} s_j^2 \) increases. Conversely, the stability is maximized if \( s_j^2 = 0 \) for all features \( j \), i.e., if the selected feature set remains stationary over the full length of the sliding window.

Offline feature set stability measures do not take into account concept drift, where we would normally tolerate some degree of variability. Hence, stability measures adopted from the offline literature, as proposed above, should be considered with care. In general, measuring the stability of feature sets in the presence of concept drift is an open problem.

5.3.2 Feature Selectivity

With most online feature selection methods, the size of the returned feature set must be specified in advance. However, if a feature selection method is able to automatically determine the ideal feature set size, the reduction rate could be another useful evaluation measure [20]. Specifically, the reduction rate indicates the percentage of original features that has not been selected. Given similar predictive performance, the smaller feature set, i.e., the larger reduction rate, is generally preferable.
5.4 Additional Considerations

In the following, we briefly list additional properties and considerations that should be taken into account when developing and evaluating online machine learning methods. Although each individual point would deserve its own section, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

- **Label Delay**: In practice, labelling information is often costly and only becomes available some time after the corresponding observation. In fraud prevention scenarios, for example, a fraudulent transaction may not be recognized for several days or weeks. For the sake of simplicity, we often assume that the labels for all observations are available immediately. However, powerful online learning methods should be able to handle delayed label information.

- **Normalization**: Normalization can dramatically improve the performance of a predictive model. Unfortunately, it is not possible to normalize streaming data in one go. In fact, feature scales might shift over time due to concept drift. Accordingly, if the feature scales are not known in advance, the information used to normalize incoming observations should be iteratively updated. In this context, one should also take care of outliers, which can considerably impact the normalization (e.g., in the common min-max scaling). In general, the normalization of streaming observations should receive more attention.

- **Imbalanced Targets**: The target class of streaming data might be heavily imbalanced (e.g., in the context of detecting credit card fraud). Indeed, imbalances might be subject to temporal change. For example, credit card transactions have a higher frequency in the evenings and during weekends. Therefore, we require online learning methods to robustly handle imbalanced target distributions. Likewise, we need to select performance measures that are meaningful in the presence of imbalances, e.g. the F1 measure for classification.

- **Feature/Concept Evolution**: Concept drift may alter the set of features and classes that we observe over time. We call these phenomena *feature evolution* and *concept evolution*, respectively [43]. For example, new trending topics (i.e., classes) on social media might temporarily produce new hashtags (i.e., features). The occurrence of feature evolution and concept evolution poses additional difficulties for online machine learning methods.

6 Finding Real-World Benchmark Data Sets

Many evaluation measures presented above require ground truth information about known concept drift in order to be calculated. However, it is often impossible to obtain ground truth from real-world processes. Although there are approaches to induce artificial concept drift to real-world data sets [44, 27], we argue that there is a fundamental shortage of adequate benchmark data sets for the evaluation of online learning methods.

Indeed, synthetically generated data streams still dominate the literature. Generating synthetic data with various kinds of concept drift is straight-forward through packages like scikit-multiflow [15] or river [16]. A comprehensive collection of synthetic data streams has been proposed by the authors in [45].

Yet, there is as series of real-world data sets that are frequently used for the evaluation of online learning methods. The authors in [46] provide an extensive summary
and discussion of some of the most popular real-world data sets for online learning. In addition, they propose a collection of insect classification data sets, which comprise natural concept drift. The *Insects* data sets comprise sensor information from flying insect species, obtained in a controlled environment. By adjusting the temperature and humidity, the authors obtained different types of natural concept drift.

Another recently published data set with known concept drift is *TüEyeQ* [47, 48]. *TüEyeQ* comprises sociodemographic information about participants in an IQ test. The data contains natural concept drifts by switching between different task blocks and increasing difficulty within each block.

Finally, there are various public sources from which streaming data sets can be obtained:

- [https://www.openml.org/search?type=data](https://www.openml.org/search?type=data) (search for "data stream" or "concept drift")
- [https://sites.google.com/view/uspdsrepository](https://sites.google.com/view/uspdsrepository)
- [https://github.com/ogozuacik/concept-drift-datasets-scikit-multiflow](https://github.com/ogozuacik/concept-drift-datasets-scikit-multiflow)
- [https://github.com/vlosing/driftDatasets](https://github.com/vlosing/driftDatasets)

## 7 The “float” Evaluation Package

Along with this paper, we introduce *float*. Float is a modular Python framework for simple and more standardized evaluations of online learning methods. Our framework provides easy and high-level access to popular evaluation strategies and measures, as described above. In this way, float handles large parts of the evaluation and reduces the possibility of human error. Float enables joint integration of popular Python libraries and custom functionality. Accordingly, float is a meaningful extension of comprehensive libraries like scikit-multiflow [15] or river [16]. In this sense, *float is not intended to be another library of state-of-the-art models*. Rather, our goal is to provide tools for creating high-quality experiments and visualisations.

### 7.1 Access and Code Quality

Float is distributed under the MIT license. The framework can currently be accessed via Github ([https://github.com/haugjo/float](https://github.com/haugjo/float)) or the Python packaging index Pypi ([https://pypi.org/project/float-evaluation/](https://pypi.org/project/float-evaluation/)). The source code of float is fully documented according to the Google docstring standard. The documentation can also be accessed at [https://haugjo.github.io/float/](https://haugjo.github.io/float/). To ensure the quality and readability of our source code, we applied the PEP8 formatting standard. Moreover, we created an extensive set of unit tests to validate all core functionality. The test suite is available on Github.

### 7.2 Modularity

The source code of float is completely modular. We encapsulate related functionality in Python classes. Specifically, there are classes for online prediction, concept drift detection, and online feature selection, as well as corresponding classes for their evaluation. Users can integrate their own models by inheriting from abstract base classes. The evaluation strategies discussed in Section 4 are implemented as pipelines (which are also Python classes). The pipelines allow users to specify custom experiments and run any combination of concept drift detection, online feature selection,
and predictive models. Indeed, with float it is possible to configure a pipeline that combines custom models and common Python packages. For example, within the same pipeline, we may load a data set via the scikit-multiflow FileStream [15], implement a custom online classifier, and use scikit-learn metrics for the evaluation. Besides, float provides a number of visualizations that can be used to illustrate the results of the pipeline run. Float also includes various recent and state-of-the-art online learning methods that are not part in any of the major libraries yet. We plan to extend the set of available performance measures, preprocessing techniques, and evaluation strategies in the future and welcome contributions by the community.

Figure 2: Illustrating Results with Float. The float framework contains a visualisation module that provides adaptations of common plot types such as line, scatter or bar plots. In this way, float enables a quick and intuitive visualisation of the results stored in an evaluator object. Above, we see the results of the example described in Section 7.3.1.
7.3 Usage
It is neither meaningful nor feasible to describe all modules and configurations of float in this paper. However, on Github we provide detailed documentation and multiple exemplary experiments in the form of Jupyter notebooks that can help users to familiarize themselves with the float framework and its modules. For illustration, we describe a simple experiment with float below.

7.3.1 Exemplary Experiment
In this example, we want to train an online predictive model on the TüEyeQ data set [47]. The classification task is to decide whether a task was passed or failed given a vector of task-specific features and socio-demographic information about the corresponding subject (77 features in total). Note that we will not optimize any hyperparameters of the models involved, as this is only an illustrative experiment. However, for practical applications, float allows us to run multiple configurations of a predictive model in parallel for effective hyperparameter optimization.

We start by comparing a Perceptron model and a Hoeffding Adaptive Tree [49]. The source code for this first experiment is provided in Figure 3. We load the data set file with the DataLoader module of float. Then we set up the two predictive models. In order to use implementations of scikit-multiflow [15], we need to wrap the corresponding objects within a SkmultiflowClassifier object. Next, we specify the PredictionEvaluator object, which calculates and stores the performance measures of both models. In particular, we instruct the evaluator to compute the F1 measure, the noise variability (Eq. (1)), and the drift restoration time (Eq. (3)). For the latter measure, we need information about known concept drifts, which we provide as a hyperparameter. We also specify the batch size that we will use in the prequential evaluation. Note that we can specify any hyperparameter of a measure function directly in the constructor of the float evaluator object. For example, we may set the zero_division parameter of the scikit-learn f1_score function, as well as the reference_measure and n_samples parameters of the noise variability measure.

In addition to the raw performance measurements, we also want to obtain the performance aggregated in a sliding window. To this end, we specify a sliding window size of 25. Finally, we set up a prequential pipeline and provide all previously initialised objects. We use 100 observations to pre-train the online learning models before starting the prequential evaluation with a batch size of 10.

To compare the performance of the two classifiers, we show the aggregated F1 score, the noise variability and the drift restoration time in Figure 2 (using the line plot type of float). All displayed measures are stored in the evaluator object. Based on the predictive performance of the classifiers, we can clearly see the concept drift in TüEyeQ. In particular, we observe that the predictive performance of the classifiers within each task block starts to suffer when the IQ-related tasks become more difficult to solve. However, the drift restoration time only increase for the last two concept drifts. In general, the Perceptron algorithm performs worse than the Hoeffding Adaptive Tree in terms of F1, but slightly better in terms of noise variability and drift restoration time. Since the Perceptron model does not actively adapt to concept drift, we might further improve performance by using a drift detection method to trigger active retraining.
from skmultiflow.trees import HoeffdingAdaptiveTreeClassifier
from skmultiflow.neural_networks import PerceptronMask
from sklearn.metrics import f1_score
from float.data import DataLoader
from float.prediction import PredictionEvaluator
from float.prediction.evaluation.measures import noise_variability, mean_drift_restoration_time
from float.pipeline import PrequentialPipeline
from float.prediction.skmultiflow import SkmultiflowClassifier

# Load a data set from main memory with the DataLoader module.
# Alternatively, we can provide a scikit-multiflow FileStream ...
# ... object via the 'stream' attribute.
data_loader = DataLoader(path='./datasets/iq.csv',
target_col=-1)
known_drifts = [4707, 9396, 13570]  # Known drift positions

# Set up online classifiers.
# Note that we need a wrapper to use scikit-multiflow functionality.
models = [SkmultiflowClassifier(model=PerceptronMask(),
classes=data_loader.stream.target_values),
          SkmultiflowClassifier(model=HoeffdingAdaptiveTreeClassifier(),
classes=data_loader.stream.target_values)]

# Set up an evaluator object for the classifiers:
# Specifically, we want to measure the f1_score, ...
# ... the noise_variability and the drift_restoration_time.
# The arguments of the measure functions can be directly added to ...
# ... the evaluator object constructor, e.g. we may specify ...
# ... the number of samples (n_samples) and the reference_measure ...
# ... used to compute the noise_variability.
evaluator = PredictionEvaluator(measure_funcs=[f1_score,
                                             noise_variability,
                                             mean_drift_restoration_time],
                                             window_size=25,
                                             zero_division=0,
                                             reference_measure=f1_score,
                                             n_samples=15,
                                             batch_size=10,
                                             known_drifts=known_drifts)

# Set up a pipeline for a prequential evaluation of the classifiers.
pipeline = PrequentialPipeline(data_loader=data_loader,
predictor=models,
prediction_evaluator=evaluator,
n_max=data_loader.stream.n_samples,
batch_size=10,
n_pretrain=100)

# Run the experiment.
pipeline.run()

Figure 3: Conducting Data Stream Experiments in Float. Here we show the source code for a simple experiment performed with the proposed float evaluation framework. More experiments and a detailed documentation can be found on our Github page.
For the following experiments, we no longer provide the corresponding source code in order to maintain brevity. However, the general process of specifying float objects remains the same. In addition, the float documentation contains detailed experiment notebooks for each of the modules used.

We start by comparing two popular concept drift detection methods: an Adaptive Sliding Window (ADWIN) [50] and a Page-Hinkley test [51]. As before, we want to use the corresponding implementation of scikit-multiflow. Float also offers wrapper classes for concept drift detectors from related libraries. We specify a ChangeDetectionEvaluator object to compute the detected change rate (Eq. (4)), the false discovery rate (Eq. (5)) and the delay. We set a window size of 500 within which we count a drift alarm as a true positive. Float allows the comparison of multiple drift detection models using a special plot type, as shown in Figure 4. With a detected change rate of 0.33%, a false discovery rate of 0.85% and an average delay of 852 observations, the Page-Hinkley test outperforms ADWIN in the TiiEyeQ dataset, although no model performs particularly well. Indeed, if we use Page-Hinkley to reset the Perceptron (which can be done by setting the reset_after_drift parameter of the SkmultiflowClassifier to True), we get no improvement in the average F1 score. Hence, we continue without concept drift detection.

Figure 4: Plotting Concept Drift Detection and Online Feature Selection. Float provides special plot types for evaluating concept drift detection methods and online feature selection models. Above we compare the detected drifts and the most frequently selected features as described in the simple experiment in Section 7.3.1.
Finally, we would like to investigate whether we can achieve improvements in any of the performance measures through online feature selection. Accordingly, we compare the online feature selection models FIRES [25] and OFS [52]. Both model implementations are provided by float. As before, float includes a dedicated FeatureSelectionEvaluator, which we use to compute the feature set stability (Eq. (7)) of each approach. In this example, we want to select 25 features. The most frequently selected features can again easily be compared with the float visualization module (see Figure 4). The FIRES model outperforms OFS in terms of the feature set stability (0.99 for FIRES and 0.86 for OFS). Moreover, FIRES improves the drift restoration time from 0.5 to 0.4, while OFS worsens the value to 1.08. For the Perceptron, feature selection also leads to a small improvement in the average F1 score. Since the Hoeffding Adaptive Tree performs implicit feature selection, a dedicated feature selection model does not improve performance. Therefore, in our final configuration, we compare the Perceptron in combination with FIRES with the stand-alone Hoeffding Adaptive Tree. We use the spider chart of float to compare both models one last time with regard to various criteria (see Figure 5). In our example, the Perceptron with FIRES has advantages in terms of computation time and drift restoration time, but performs worse than the Hoeffding Adaptive Tree regarding the F1 measure. Both models show little variability with noisy inputs. The proposed float framework allowed us to compare these models in a standardized way and with little effort.

8 Conclusion
Evolving data streams are found in most large-scale and everyday web applications. In this work, we revisited the challenges of evaluating machine learning methods for dynamic data streams. We proposed a comprehensive set of evaluation properties and performance measures that, unlike previous work, extend to the specific tasks of online feature selection and concept drift detection. To enable a more transparent and standardized comparison of online learning methods, we introduced float. Float is a modular and extensible Python framework that can automate major parts of
the simulation and evaluation process and provides a flexible basis for extensive benchmarking. The experiments shown in this paper only give a brief impression of the power and versatility of float. We believe that our work can serve as an important reference for the evaluation of online learning models. With this in mind, we hope that this work will help raise awareness of the importance and practical use of online machine learning and data streams.
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